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Abstract: Storing confidential data in cloud must provide guarantee of security and availability of the data, even though many alternatives are existed for handling and storing of data, while information confidentiality solution for the dbase are still unfinished. The new architecture that integrate cloud storage service with data privacy and possess a feature of executing concurrent operations on encrypted data and along with the geographically distributed clients to connect directly to these cloud database which is encrypted and they also provided to execute their operations over the cloud database. This architecture eliminates the brokers (Intermediate proxies) it limits the scalability, elasticity, availability. High sensitive data are encrypted by RSA encryption and regular data are encrypted using AES technique so that overhead on the network can be minimized.
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1. Introduction

In cloud infrastructure system the critical data is placed cloud service provider which is third party services assuring the protection and confidentiality is the prior importance. This is the scenario where cloud and the third parties services has the availability of accessing the private information of the clients. So the original plain data is accessible by the trusted parties and remaining entrusted context data must be encrypted. There are several solutions ensuring the secrecy for the storage as service but still confidentiality of the dbaas is still in processing. The main advantage of the securedbaas has the solution of allowing cloud tenants to access the full advantage of dbaas qualities like availability, reliability, scalability, without providing or exposing the unencrypted data to the cloud providers. The architecture design is motivated by the multiple and independent clients to perform the operations on the encrypted data by the SQL statements, which can modify the database structure. Database as a service is an architecture and operational approach enabling IT providers to deliver database functionality as a service to one or more consumers.

The proposed architecture has the property of executing the independent and parallel operations to the remote encrypted database from any geographically located clients, as unencrypted database as service setup. In this system it is not including any intermediate proxy between the client and the cloud provider. Even after eliminating intermediate proxy it can achieve the same availability, elasticity and reliability of the DBaaS in cloud. The secure database as service is immediately applicable to any DBMS because it doesn't require any modifications to the cloud database. A large set of experiments supported real cloud platforms demonstrate that Secure DBaaS is straight away applicable to any package as a result of it needs no modification to the cloud information services.

Overall this proposed architecture was providing security by using the cryptographic schema to the confidently information of clients and the con's are response time of the read/write operations will decrease as because the entire database is encrypted.

2. Trusted Proxy Based System

Some DBMS engines offer the possibility of encrypting data at the filesystem level through the so called Transparent Data Encryption. This feature makes it possible to build a trusted DBMS over untrusted storage. However, the DBMS is trusted and decrypts data before their use. Hence, this approach is not applicable to the DBaaS context considered by SecureDBaas, because it assumes that the cloud provider is untrusted. The confidence on a trusted proxy causes several drawbacks. Since the proxy is trusted, its functions cannot be outsourced to an untrusted cloud provider. Hence, the proxy is meant to be implemented and managed by the cloud tenant. Availability, scalability, and elasticity of the whole secure DBaaS service are then bounded by availability, scalability, and elasticity of the trusted proxy, that becomes a single point of failure and a system bottleneck.

Figure 1: A proxy trusted Architecture
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3. Issues In Trusted System

A proxy-based architecture requiring that any client operation should pass through one intermediate server is not suitable to cloud based scenarios, in which multiple clients, typically distributed among different locations, need concurrent access to data stored in the same DBMS. It uses DES encryption and decryption which is not much powerful security in cloud database systems.

4. System Architecture

The System needs to extend to other platforms and to include new encryption algorithm with untrusted cloud database and trusted proxy needs to be removed. The virtual machine image on cloud uses cloud database independently. This can be achieved by using client application and cloud databases with RSA encryption engine for high security and AES encryption for regular data to fast access. The encrypted data is stored into the untrusted cloud database with encrypted metadata. Clouds do not need any trusted proxy for authentication and cloud database is authenticated as untrusted.

5. Module Description

5.1 N - Client – System module uses 1 to N client database user which is used to encrypt data as RSA encryption. The JDBC used to connect with the cloud database. Client database is verified and authenticated before connection to the cloud database.

5.2 Encrypted metadata - The query writer is the software component that translates plaintext commands processed by the operation parser into SQL commands that will be executed by the untrusted cloud database over encrypted data. It leverages the encryption engine to execute all the encryption operations. Moreover, it interacts with the metadata manager to check whether all the operators contained into the plaintext commands are supported by the encryption policies applied to the relevant tenant data. Translated SQL commands are forwarded to the standard database connector.

5.3 Access to Client - SecureDBaaS proposes a different approach where all data and metadata are stored in the cloud database. SecureDBaaS clients can retrieve the necessary metadata from the untrusted database through SQL statements, so that multiple instances of the SecureDBaaS client can access to the untrusted cloud database independently with the guarantee of the same availability and scalability properties of run of the mill cloud DBaaS.

5.4 Verification and Authentication – Client user can login secure cloud database only after verification and Authentication for SQL execution like Create, Read, Update and delete data from cloud database. RSA involves a public key and private key. The public key can be known to everyone, it is used to encrypt messages. Messages encrypted using the public key can only be decrypted with the private key. The public key is made of the modulus n and the public (encryption) exponent e. The private key is made of the modulus n and the private (or decryption) exponent d which must be kept secret.

6. Flowchart

Figure 2: Architecture of untrusted secure RSA encrypted cloud DBaaS

Figure 3: RSA encryption/decryption to access data
7. Data Flow Diagram

![Data Flow Diagram](image)

**Figure 4:** Data flow diagram for accessing data from cloud database

8. Use case Diagram

![Use case Diagram](image)

**Figure 5:** Use case diagram to access data

9. Algorithm / Method Analysis

RSA involves a public key and private key. The public key can be known to everyone, it is used to encrypt messages. Messages encrypted using the public key can only be decrypted with the private key. The keys for the RSA algorithm are generated the following way:

1. Choose two different large random prime numbers $p$ and $q$.
2. Calculate $n = pq$, $n$ is the modulus for the public key and the private keys.
3. Calculate the quotient: $\Phi(n) = (p - 1)(q - 1)$.
4. Choose an integer $e$ such that $1 < e < \Phi(n)$, and $e$ is coprime to $\Phi(n)$ i.e.: $e$ and $\Phi(n)$ share no factors other than 1; $\gcd(e, \Phi(n)) = 1$. $e$ is released as the public key exponent.
5. Compute $d$ to satisfy the congruence relation $de \equiv 1 \pmod{\Phi(n)}$, i.e.: $de = 1 + k\Phi(n)$ for some integer $k$. $d$ is kept as the private key exponent.

Descriptions about above algorithm:

Step 1: Numbers can be probabilistically tested for primarily.
Step 2: changed in PKCS#1 v2.0 to $\lambda(n) = \text{lcm}(p-1),(q-1)$ instead of $\Phi(n) = (p - 1)(q - 1)$.
Step 4: A popular choice for the public exponents is $e = 2^{16} + 1 = 65537$. Some applications choose smaller values such as $e = 3, 5, or 35$ instead. This is done to make encryption and signature verification faster on small devices like smart cards but small public exponents may lead to greater security risks.

Steps 4 and 5 can be performed with the extended Euclidean algorithm.

The public key is made of the modulus $n$ and the public (or encryption) exponent $e$. The private key is made of the modulus $n$ and the private (or decryption) exponent $d$ which must be kept secret.

For efficiency a different form of the private key can be stored: $p$ and $q$: the primes from the key generation, $d \pmod{(p-1)}$ and $d \pmod{(q-1)}$: often called $dmp1$ and $dmq1$. $q^{-1} \pmod{p}$: often called $iqmp$. All parts of the private key must be kept secret in this form. $p$ and $q$ are sensitive since they are the factors of $n$, and allow computation of $d$ given $e$. If $p$ and $q$ are not stored in this form of the private key then they are securely deleted along with other intermediate values from key generation.

Although this form allows faster decryption and signing by using the Chinese Remainder Theorem (CRT) it is considerably less secure since it enables side channel attacks. This is a particular problem if implemented on smart cards, which benefit most from the improved efficiency. (Start with $y = x^e \pmod{n}$ and let the card decrypt that. So it computes $y^d \pmod{p}$ or $y^d \pmod{q}$ whose results give some value $z$. Now, induce an error in one of the computations. Then $gdc(z - x, n)$ will reveal $p$ or $q$.

10. Conclusions

The paper proposes a novel solution that guarantees confidentiality of data saved into cloud databases that are untrusted by definition. All data outsourced to the cloud provider are encrypted through RSA and AES cryptographic algorithms that allow the execution of standard SQL queries on encrypted data. This is one of the solution that allows direct, independent and concurrent
access to the cloud database and that supports even changes to the database structure. It does not rely on a trusted proxy that represents a single point of failure and a system bottleneck, and that limits the availability and scalability of cloud database services. Concurrent read and write operations that do not modify the structure of the encrypted database are supported.

There are various encryption decryption techniques available and are having their limitations. The architectural design in this paper uses RSA algorithm which is highly secure for data, but RSA encryption may increase overheads, therefore to decrease the overhead in the network. Very important data are encrypted using RSA and remaining data are encrypted using AES. Specifically, simultaneous read and compose operations that don’t adjust the structure of the encoded database cause unimportant overhead. Dynamic situations described by simultaneous adjustments of the database structure are upheld, however at the cost of high computational expenses. These execution effects open the space to future changes are exploring.
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